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Judges Comments

In comparison to 2015 when we 
inspected 69 submissions, this year was 
huge with 101 submissions. The highest 
number of submissions previously 
encountered was 52.

The locations ranged from The Tweed 
to Bega on the coast and inland from 
Moree to Albury via Naranderra and 
many rural towns in between. The Metro 
area also involved 25 submissions.

This year marked the introduction of the 
three stages for Category 1: Design and 
Construction of a Local Government / 
Public Works Project.  

This initiative gave an opportunity for 
a broader range of submissions to be 
recognised.

As in previous years the quality of the 
submissions have been outstanding with 
an increasing trend to have the designs 
carried out ‘in house’. This trend must be 
pleasing to Local Government Practitioners 
by increasing their experience in this sector 
of Public Works Engineering.

Whilst only limited accolades could be 
handed out, there were many excellent 
submissions which augers well for the future 
of the industry.

The judges were highly impressed with the 
quality of the submissions and realise that 
the industry is thriving in the hands of the 
current Engineering Practitioners.

John O’Connor

Greg Moran

Geoff Fowler
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The David Abbott Award

WINNER: Will Barton

Will Barton has a Bachelor of Engineering and 
a Diploma of Management and he was the 
recipient of the IPWEA UTS Medal in 2010. Will 
started his engineering career in Penrith City 
Council before making the move to Junee Shire 
Council in as Assistant Engineer. He is now the 
Director of Engineering and he is an IPWEA 
NSW Board member and the Australasian Chair 
of Young IPWEA.

He is also a member of the Riverina Eastern 
Regional Organisation of Councils. In his “spare” 
time he is a talented photographer, a member of 
the Rural Fire Service, a husband and a father. 
As an engineer he is proudest of the Burns Rd 
project which is nominated for an IPWEA ward 
this year. This is the largest greenfield road 
project in the shire’s history. The Combaning 
Road Project is one of his achievements – it provided an alternative route from the main street for the 400,000 cattle that 
regularly make the trip on B doubles from the feedlot to the abattoir. 

Its funding and its success could be attributed in no small way to the strong relationships and networks that Will has built 
across the region.

Will was instrumental in taking the road management system that is used to identify, prioritise, schedule, and conduct 
roadworks, and find new uses for it: replacing the corkboard in the Sewerage Works operator’s office which had long 
since out grown its user friendliness when they ran out of colours for the pins, allowing them to analyse the patterns in 
the data they were collecting. He worked with the developers to automate a process for recording incidents and notifying 
the EPA. This innovation has been shared across the system’s user group. 

Under Will, Junee Shire Council’s Works Delivery Program reads like a showcase of the willingness of engineering to 
address community needs whilst at the same time creating a vision of what a town, a shire and a region can aspire  
to become. 

Will has a calm, considered and friendly demeanour and he has great integrity – he is the consummate professional 
engineer. As a leader, he engages his team members talking through decisions and helping them understand the “why” 
behind them. Will gets a kick out of seeing his team develop and grow in confidence and capability. He knows the 
importance of encouraging people to stretch outside their comfort zones. Will has taken the time to reflect on what great 
leadership is: his studies and his personal experience of effective leaders in business and in the Rural Fire Service have 
helped mould his view: communication, honesty and integrity and creating a vision or an end goal that people can get 
excited about and want to achieve. And above all earning trust so people want to follow you because they know you 
have their back. 
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Public Works Leader  
of the Year

WINNER: Mark Roebuck

Mark has been working at improving public infrastructure for 
the last 17 years in roles across a number of organisations.

His work ethic began at the age of 15 hanging off the back 
of a truck delivering milk around the neighbourhood. This job 
paid $4 an hour and he had to be mindful of potholes at an 
early age as jumping off a moving vehicle with up to ten litres 
of milk at a time can be a tricky undertaking. Mark attended 
his first IPWEA group meeting about this time and became 
very interested in the power of networking which led to his 
becoming the chair of the Illawarra regional group. From this 
position Mark has increased numbers coming to the group 
meetings by identifying champions in each council to be the 
conduit for ideas and to encourage new members. 

He has also put careful thought into site visits to ensure they are stimulating and educational. He believes Public Works 
engineers need to be better salespeople and share their ideas and their work across the industry. He brings his cadets 
to the IPWEA Regional conference and expects them to ask questions. One of his cadets after enjoying the networking 
dinner told Mark that being given the opportunity to attend the whole event was “awesome”. Last year they attended 
Civenex and Mark asked them to write reports on the most innovative and interesting products and how they could add 
value in the council environment. They all handed in their reports some complete with product placement photos! There 
is no such thing as a free lunch for Mark’s cadets.

Mark has a number of projects that he is proud of – whilst at NSW Public Works, bids and tenders from state government 
were steadily declining so Mark pursued new business with local government clients and RMS to build a large portfolio 
of roads projects in addition to the traditional water & sewage projects. He was the project director for the 2015 IPWEA 
award winning Mount Keira Rd Rehabilitation Project, a complicated project involving embankment and slope rehabilitation 
and the Ellerton Drive and Queanbeyan deviation projects all hitting their targets on time and within budget. 

Mark has taken an innovative approach to succession planning and retention of his current workforce of 350. He aims to 
make the Wollongong City Council a training organisation of choice. He is encouraging young professional engineers to 
stay within the industry through his mentoring of his civil engineering cadets and he has developed a two year leadership 
program for managers, supervisors and coordinators that challenges them to think about what it really means to be a 
leader. At the same time he has been targeting school leavers to recruit 24 civil and parks trainees who will participate 
in a new certificate 2 course, developed with TAFE, covering the basics of both disciplines. They will work intensely with 
Parks crews over summer and Concrete crews in the winter months. After the first year all promising trainees will get the 
chance to specialise in either parks or civil Certificate 3. Council aims to hold a complement of 24 trainees to back fill 
as the older members of the team transition to retirement. Trainees not placed will automatically be on the casual/temp 
staff relief list or share their skills with other councils or even other industries. Mark always encourages staff to reach their 
potential even if that means taking up a career in another organisation. 

Mark believes that making mistakes is the best way to learn, “but just don’t make the same mistake twice.” He believes 
that people usually have good intentions and he takes a firm but fair approach to management. Nevertheless, he doesn’t 
shy away from making the tough decisions. His approachability and his genuine interest in his people make him an 
outstanding leader and an inspiring mentor. 

Mark is not a self-promoter, when asked about his future he is more interested in  
the future of the industry, in making people’s lives better, and, in the achievements  
of his team. He wants his team to shine through the quality of their work and he 
continues to challenge them to be the best City Works team in Australia. Public Works 

Leader of the Year is 
sponsored by Boral
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The Minister for Local Government’s 
Award for Innovation in Local  
Government Engineering 

WINNER:  Tamworth Regional Council  
Tamworth Regional Playground

The Tamworth Regional Playground acts to 
engage the entire community through social 
inclusion by providing elements for all abilities 
and age groups. The aim is to increase lifestyle 
opportunities in the region, quality of life and to 
enhance the wellbeing of the resident population. 
The Regional Playground features interactive play 
and health zones which provide infrastructure 
to meet the recreation and health & wellbeing 
needs of the local and regional communities. 
A specific focus on children, families, aged 
and disability communities means the facility 
can be used by all community members. The 
facility is available 24/7 due to the use of smart 
technology including smart lighting, a state of 
the art CCTV network, smart packing and smart 
waste removal. It is a free facility which offers 
picnic and BBQ areas in addition to a café/
restaurant. Equipment includes a “Skywalk” 
which is the only one of its kind in the southern 
hemisphere. It has three giant slides, four towers 
and a web style net which acts an access point 
to climb to the slides. A lifecycle funding model 
was implemented to ensure the sustainability of 
the project and service level agreements are in 
place for operational maintenance.

Judges Comments

One of the criteria given to the judges in assessing this award was that it must have a “Wow Factor“ and this project has 
that in bucket loads. Located on the banks of the Peel River in Tamworth, the project had three key design elements:

Inclusion: for all to participate  
Community: for all to enjoy 
Integration: to include the harmony of the built and natural landscapes

The facility has a gravity fed stream which is traversed by a 3 meter sway bridge, facilities for the disabled, a large cafe 
as well as a variety of play equipment for children together with fitness equipment for adults.

The Playground also has a 31 space car park fitted with smart parking accessories incorporating sensors in the 
pavement which report live data of parking occupancy and LED signage which displays parking occupancy. 

Regional and Local groups utilise the playground for events such as Growers Markets. A performer’s stage is also 
located adjacent to the cafe. Being a Country and Western Music Hub this stage would be well used.

It is difficult to properly describe this facility, but it is sufficient to say it is worthwhile to stop and check it out. Parks and 
Leisure Australia has also recognised it as the best Major Play space in NSW.
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Category 1A:  
Design and/or Construction of a Local 
Government/Public Works Project
(projects less than $1 million)

WINNER:  Dubbo Regional Council   
The Driftwells

The Driftwells project is a multi-disciplinary 
engineering project involving the restoration, and 
the design and construction of an open public 
display of two driftwells (one sunk in 1893 and 
the other sunk in 1909) and associated steam 
powered machinery. The driftwells were the 
sole source of water for Dubbo’s first reticulated 
municipal water supply (opened in 1894). The 
project provides equitable access for all age 
groups and degrees of ability, and in particular 
the opportunity to safely inspect the interior 
of the deep, large diameter brick lined wells. 
Interpretative signage provides insight into the 
challenges experienced by rural Australian 
settlements in the 19th century, draws parallels 
with contemporary issues relating to water 
conservation and raises awareness of Dubbo’s 
rich socio-political and engineering history. The 
project includes new hard and soft landscaping 
features to promote public accessibility and 
passive surveillance. The project successfully 
demonstrates sustainability (environmental, 
social and economic).

Judges Comments

The Drift wells Project is a multi-disciplinary 
engineering project involving the restoration, and 
the design and construction of an open public 
display of two drift wells (one sunk in 1893 and 
the other sunk in 1909) and associated steam 
powered machinery. The Drift wells were the sole 
source of water for Dubbos first reticulated municipal water supply opened in 1894.

This $510000 project provides public access and the opportunity to safely inspect the interior of these two deep, large 
diameter brick lined drift wells which are of historic significance to the Dubbo area. The project includes landscaping 
promoting accessibility and passive surveillance whilst demonstrating sustainability.

Highly Commended

Ballina Shire Council – Changing Places Initiative – Toilet Facilities
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Category 1B:  
Design and/or Construction of a Local 
Government/Public Works Project
(projects greater than $1 million and less than $5 million)

WINNER:  Central Coast Council   
Wyong CBD Drainage Upgrade 

The township of Wyong has received haphazard 
forward planning in the past with regard to its 
drainage system. This was highlighted during the 
floods of April 2007 when major flooding was 
experienced within the Wyong CBD resulting in 
the flooding of numerous commercial buildings 
and the loss of a significant number of vehicles.

Following these floods Council set about 
rectifying this drainage issue by designing a new 
drainage system from the top of the commercial 
area catchment to its lowest point, requiring 
a large drainage system be cut between 
roads, buildings and existing underground 
services. Due to the complexity of the design 
and the unknowns that would be encountered 
particularly in regard to underground services, 
Council chose to carry out the design in-house, 
and for similar reasons to complete the design 
using its own construction team.

The design was completed to allow construction 
to commence in March 2014, with the works 
completed in 5 stages culminating in the 
successful completion in January 2016.

Judges Comments

The Wyong CBD urgently required an upgrade 
to its existing drainage network to address 
key vulnerabilities highlighted during the major 
flooding event that occurred in 2007.

This $5 million, 6 stage project was a perfect example of Council staff working together to provide a valuable and 
necessary asset to the community in a cost effective manner. The new drainage infrastructure ensures that the local area 
is no longer vulnerable to severe flooding, making it considerably safer and viable for residents and businesses alike. The 
project showcased the ability of Council staff both in design and construction sections to deliver a project efficiently and 
to the highest standards.

Highly Commended

Central Coast Council – Mooney Mooney Pump Station

Wollongong City Council – William James Drive Bridge
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Category 1C:  
Design and/or Construction of a Local 
Government/Public Works Project
(projects greater than $5 million)

WINNER:  City of Parramatta Council  
Lennox Bridge Parramatta Portals

Lennox Bridge is located at the earliest 
documented river crossing in the Parramatta 
district where Church Street meets the 
Parramatta River. Constructed in 1836-39 
under the direction of master stonemason and 
engineer David Lennox, it is one of the oldest 
extant bridges in Australia. Additions by the then  
DMR were completed in 1936 and included 
widening the bridge to the west and replacement 
of the original sandstone parapets with 
reinforced concrete.

The works subject of this nomination involved 
the creation of two portals through outer 
abutments to enable continuous pedestrian and 
bicycle access along the river; reconstruction 
of the curved east cornice and balustrade; 
conservation of existing and original bridge 
elements; landscaping; works to the road deck 
including road and path construction; improved 
street and feature lighting; CCTV and complex 
augmentation to hidden aged infrastructure  
and services. 

Judges Comments

Lennox Bridge which is Heritage Listed is one of 
the earliest bridges constructed in the colony of 
NSW carried out between 1836 and 1838 which is still in use. 

The provision of the two portals in the sandstone abutments of the bridge was required to complete the three critical 
missing links in the cycleway along the Parramatta Foreshore.

As the bridge is Heritage Listed, the works involved  an extensive archaeological and heritage component along with the 
civil works. The work was carried out under the watchful eye of the Heritage Council whose offices were nearby.

Considerable community consultation was carried out to minimise inconvenience to nearby commercial and local interests.

The completion of the portals allows ease of access for pedestrians and cyclists in a location adjacent to the heart of the 
Parramatta CBD.

Highly Commended

Maitland City Council – The Levee – Maitland High Street Precinct Revitalisation Project
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Category 2: 
New or Improved Techniques including: Innovation and/
or Introduction of Techniques or Outstanding Management 
Initiatives or Outstanding Achievement in Asset Management

WINNER:  Campbelltown City Council  
Council’s Sustainable Pavement Management Strategy

The rapid growth of Campbelltown City Council 
from 25,000 residents in 1966 to more than 
150,000 today has required a significant 
investment in infrastructure including the 
road network to service the ever growing 
residential, commercial and industrial estates. 
Campbelltown Council, like many other Councils 
is facing increased financial pressure to maintain 
the ‘smooth surface’ of their urban local roads 
expected by their local communities. As a result 
of community expectations, resealing with spray 
seals is usually not an option and resurfacing 
with asphalt overlays is not sustainable. Working 
within fixed budgets Campbelltown Council has 
adopted a sustainable pavement management 
strategy to both stretch the budget and to 
also meet the local community’s expectations 
for smooth and safe roads. The net benefit 
of the strategy has resulted in an increase in 
the quantum of roads treated annually whilst 
improving the overall condition of the road 
network and satisfying community expectations.

Judges Comments

The rapid population growth of Campbelltown 
City Council has required a significant investment 
in infrastructure, including the road network to service the ever growing residential, commercial and industrial estates. 

Council has developed and adopted a sustainable pavement management strategy that optimises the Budget’s capacity 
and also meets the local communities expectations for smooth and safe roads.

The strategy incorporates a simple matrix of pavement conditions, Asset life expectancy, various treatment options and 
identifies Backlog Costs.

This comprehensive and effective pavement management strategy is providing value and positive economic outcomes 
for Council.

Highly Commended 

Randwick City Council – Special Schedule 7 Audit

Canterbury-Bankstown Council – Closing the Loop

Category 2 is sponsored by 
IPWEA (NSW) Roads and 
Transport Directorate
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Category 3: 
Innovation in Water Supply  
and Wastewater

WINNER:  Eurobodalla Shire Council  
Kianga Sewage Treatment Plant Condition Assessment 

Council needed to empty an oxidation ditch at 
the Kianga Sewage Treatment Plant to enable 
assessment of the condition of the concrete structure 
and to confirm the as built dimensions of the 
submerged structure to facilitate design of an aeration 
system upgrade. As there is only one (8,000EP) 
oxidation ditch, a disused 2,000EP Pasveer channel 
was used successfully to process sewage from the 
villages of Narooma, Kianga and Dalmeny with an 
estimated equivalent population of 6,000EP. 

The project required that temporary aeration, decant, 
and waste sludge systems be installed and that the 
systems be operated manually to ensure optimum 
performance. The project required the services of 
sewage treatment plant operators, electricians, 
mechanical fitters, a skid-steer operator, a crane 
operator, tipper truck drivers, and sludge truck 
operators. Twenty four staff and contractors were 
involved in the project. 

Upon emptying the oxidation ditch, approximately 
250 cubic metres of silt and debris was removed, 
recovering approximately 8% of lost plant capacity, 
enough to accommodate approximately 250 homes.

Judges Comments

An innovative approach was required by staff of Eurobodalla Council to enable the existing oxidation ditch used to 
process sewage from the villages of Narooma, Kianga and Delmeny to be taken out of service for a period, emptied, 
cleaned and have a detailed condition assessment carried out whilst still maintaining alternative sewage treatment for 
these villages.

The challenge was to process sewage for 6000 equivalent population through an adjacent disused Pasveer Channel of 
capacity for only 2000 equivalent population for the period of service.

Staff displayed innovation and dedication in modifying and installing temporary Electrical Equipment, Jet and Surface 
Aerators, Sludge Pumps and Decanting equipment which could be manually operated 24 hours per day over the period. 
The successful outcome of this operation was that Council can now proceed with augmentation of its existing oxidation 
ditch, extending the design life of the plant up to 60 years.

Highly Commended

Glen Innes Severn Council – Aggregates Off Stream Storage, Stage 2

Mid-Coast Water – Our Water Our Future

Category 3 is sponsored 
by the Water Directorate
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Category 4: 
Workplace Health and Safety

WINNER:  Mid-Coast Council  
Safety Month

Safest Month at GTCC

Safety Month is a month long initiative 
throughout the organisation that promotes safety 
in conjunction with National Safety Month.

It has developed intuitive ways to engage all 
Council staff to participate in safety month so 
that more understanding and involvement in 
safety matters occurs. This is undertaken utilizing 
special and fun quizzes and programs (that 
generates prizes and awards) all aligned with 
workplace health and safety. The engagement of 
staff has been very successful.  

Judges Comments

Mid-Coast Council has developed a month 
long initiative throughout the organisation that 
promotes safety in conjunction with National 
Safety Month.

Mid-Coast Council has developed intuitive 
ways to engage all Council staff to participate 
in safety month so that more understanding 
and involvement in safety month occurs. The 
strong safety culture has been instilled in both 
indoor and outdoor working environments which 
has built up over many years through on going 
educational initiatives and campaigns. The 
engagement of staff through this initiative has 
been very successful and rewarding.

Highly Commended

Eurobodalla Shire Council 
Water and Sewer Fleet Review

Category 4 is sponsored 
by Pro Visual
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Category 5: 
Excellence in Road Safety Engineering

WINNER:  Central Coast Council  
Spreading the Word – Local Government Road Safety

Local Government is responsible for 85% of 
the road network, which generates significant 
road trauma. To reduce this trauma a number 
of processes have been initiated. These 
include: given presentations & promoted road 
safety to others in the development industry, 
namely developers, contractors, Council staff, 
consultants, etc. Improved & revised planning 
requirements (Development Control Plans, 
revised consent condition, processes), Road 
Safety presentations were given at the IPWEA 
Regional Forum and the State Conference, 
an individual submission to the Senate was 
made, as well as a submission to the Building 
Professional Board on behalf of a Development 
Engineering forum of 70 development & 
asset engineers regarding road safety & asset 
management aspects. The State Conference 
presentation was re-badged & condensed 
& included in an ALGA e-newsletter viewed 
Australia wide. Notifications to the Development 
Engineering Forum on Road Safety issues were 
sent, including the Austroads Safe System 
in the Planning Process. Road Safety Audit 
submissions by developers are being managed 
and have also been improved.

Judges Comments

Wyong Shire Council staff have developed a process to “Spread The Word” in the area of Local Government Road safety.

Local Government is responsible for 85% of the road network which generates 50% of injury crashes and 40% of road 
fatalities across the state of NSW. Wyong Engineering staff have developed processes to reduce this trauma on our roads. 
They include presentations and promotions to others in the industry, improved planning requirements, DCPs etc., Senate 
presentations as well as a submission to the Building Professional Board on behalf of a Development Engineering forum.

Through this process, improved design methods and awareness, it is envisaged that much can be done to reduce the 
effects of Road trauma across the state.

Highly Commended

City of Canada Bay Council – Bay Run, Thompson Street to Iron Cove Bridge
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Category 6: 
Environmental Enhancement Project or 
Initiative including Recovering, Recycling 
and Reusing

WINNER:  City of Canada Bay  
Water for Our Community

The Water for Our Community project is a 
stormwater harvesting scheme that provides for 
the uncontrolled irrigation of 15 sportsfields and 
two golf courses in the City of Canada Bay.  

The stormwater is harvested from the St Luke’s 
Canal in Concord, treated on-site at Cintra Park 
and distributed via the 4.8km reticulation pipe 
network to the end user playing fields and golf 
courses. Council has been able to harvest 10L/s 
base flow in dry weather and up to 40L/s during 
storm events. The storage capacity is 4.9 million 
litres of water. 

Each year the stormwater harvesting scheme 
produces over 180 ML of recycled water, 
meeting 95% of the irrigation needs of the  
end-user sites and reducing the City of Canada 
Bay’s entire reliance on potable water by a 
massive 75%. 

Judges Comments

This project enables Council to harvest 180 
megalitres of stormwater annually from the St 
Lukes stormwater canal in Concord, process 
it through a Water Treatment facility at Cintra Park for filtration and disinfection, including a 409 megalitre storage for 
treated water, then distribute it via a 4.8 km reticulation network, to the end user of 15 playing fields and 2 golf courses 
at Massey Park and Barnwell Park.

The $4.9 million project incorporates many environmental initiatives and provides long term water security for irrigating 
parklands and golf courses of Canada Bay, whilst saving 180 million litres of drinking water annually.

Highly Commended

Blacktown City Council – Angus Creek Stormwater Harvesting Scheme
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Category 7: 
Local Government Excellence in Road 
Safety

WINNER:  NSW Police Force 
Roadside Drug Testing Program

The NSW Traffic and Highway Patrol have, 
since 2007 undertaken a Roadside Drug Testing 
Program. The program is predominately funded 
by the Centre For Road Safety but managed 
and executed by the NSW Police Force through 
the Random Drug Testing Unit. The program 
is based on a deterrence model of presence in 
the system rather than driving behaviour model 
offence such as “Driving Under The Influence”. 
The program is based on testing the oral fluid of 
drivers to test for the “presence” of illicit Drugs. 
Since 2007 the numbers of drivers tested has 
steady increased. In 2015-16 the Command 
has worked very hard to increase testing to 
approximately 85.000 tests all over the State. 
There have been significant challenges to the 
program in regards to ensuring exposure all over 
NSW, accurate intelligence of crash locations 
and operational deployments. To combat this 
through CRS the police have assisted with an 
education component to the program as well as 
high visibility policing in areas where drug related 
road fatalities have occurred. 

Judges Comments

Commendable program in that “drug” use is recognised as an impairment to the driving task. 

This Police initiative is commendable in that with restrictions of “covert” type operation it has still managed to involve the 
community on a state wide basis as far as practicable.

Some of the things that makes this program unique is that it can be adopted state and nationwide, the use of latest 
technology and is believed very suitable for reducing road accidents.

Highly Commended

Yass Valley Council – You Don’t Have To Be Speeding To Be Driving Too Fast 

Category 7 is sponsored 
by Puma Bitumen
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Category 8: 
COMPLETE Multi-Disciplinary Project 
Management

WINNER:  Rockdale City Council 
New Rockdale Library

Library Services commenced in the Rockdale Council area in 1955 
with a mobile trailer and developed with the establishment of a main 
library in the Rockdale Town Hall in 1982. This facility quickly became 
outdated and could no longer comply with the State Library of NSW 
Guidelines for a modern library. A 30 year quest began by Rockdale 
Councillors and staff to deliver a state of the art new Central Library. 
In 2010 Council resolved to support the development of concept 
plans for a new Central Library sited on two Council properties 444 
and 446 Princes Highway, Rockdale and attached to the heritage 
listed Town Hall Building.

Options were prepared for a 3.5 storey state of the art facility. These 
options were thoroughly reviewed and assessed by Councillors, staff 
and the community resulting in a preferred option. In 2013 Council 
engaged CK Design International in association with Leffler Simes 
Architects and Stevenson and Turner to design the new library up 
to Design and Construct documentation. The exterior concept was 
developed by George Rich from Leffler Simes, with Geoff Larking 
from Stevenson & Turner as Heritage Architect and interior planning 
and concept by CK Design International. In June, 2014 Council 
appointed the company Kane Constructions for the Design and 
Construction of a new library in the amount of $14M. As part of 
this contract Brewster Hjorth Architects prepared the construction 
documentation to implement the original design, whilst CK Design 
International remained the designer and documenter for all interiors.

Judges Comments

Council’s Major Project Team managed many issues in the design and construction of the $14 million, State of the Art, 
new Rockdale Library.

The three story library facility had to be of a design sympathetic with the character of the adjoining Rockdale Town Hall, 
create an access link to Council’s Administration Building, and provide a “public living room” for Rockdale’s multi-cultural 
community.

The project involved many challenges in overcoming noise and vibration issues from being under the Sydney Airport 
Western flight path, being adjacent to the busy Princes Highway, being on a water charged and contaminated ground 
site, and requiring innovation in achieving natural lighting voids and air conditioning in a constrained site area. The 
outcome is an exceptional State of the Art and community friendly library facility.

Highly Commended

Western Plains Regional Council   
Troy Rail Deviation Project

Category 8 is sponsored 
by COMPLETE Urban.
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The Awareness Award

WINNER:  Roads & Maritime Services 
Country Bridge Solutions

Local councils, as road authorities, face the 
growing challenge of maintaining and eventually 
replacing ageing bridges on Regional and Local 
roads. The NSW Government is developing 
Country Bridge Solutions (CBS) to help councils 
meet this challenge. 

It is a modular bridge system developed by 
Roads and Maritime Services in colloboration 
with the IPWEA and NSW councils.

CBS will provide regional and rural councils with 
simple and easy to build bridge solutions, deliver 
cost savings, and promote regional economic 
growth by using existing council resources to 
replace and build bridges.

CBS will assist council staff during investigation, 
design and construction through the provision 
of technical guides covering aspects of bridge 
investigation, design, construction and asset 
maintenance.

A pilot bridge has been constructed at 
Bookookoorara Creek on Mt. Lindesay Highway 
north of Tenterfield to verify the design and the 
CBS Guides.

Judges Comments

This award has been made to ensure that Local Government Engineers are made aware of work undertaken by the  
RMS in providing a simple design bridge which can be readily constructed in a relatively short period using a series of 
precast units.

It has been some years since the RMS and its predecessors have shown an interest in assisting Local Government and 
this initiative was seen by the Judges to be of assistance to Local Government especially for Councils that are required 
to address the problem of ageing timber bridges.

The project has had the involvement of IPWEA NSW Division through the Roads and Transport Directorate—Bridge 
Working Party and individual IPWEA members. This ensures that our specific needs have been taken into account. 
This particular Award was aimed at a Pilot Bridge over Bookookoorara Creek north of Tenterfield, however, the method 
can easily be used in constructing bridges elsewhere in the state with the assistance of the five tried and tested Guides 
developed by the RMS. 

It is recommended that IPWEA Members become familiar with this new innovation as it is expected to be of great benefit 
to Local Government.
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The Novelty Award

WINNER:  Albury City Council  
Albury Botanical Garden, Castle Toilet

A need for toilet facilities for the Children’s 
Garden at Albury Botanic Gardens was 
identified. The existing play space contained 
trails to explore and a wonderful array of items 
for children to discover. 

Highlights include a life-sized dinosaur with 
interactive speaking tubes, living cubbies, a fairy 
temple, a wetland and creek line, and a troll 
cave. The challenge staff faced was providing 
functional toilet facilities that complimented the 
existing garden. 

Collaboration between engineering staff, artists 
and project managers determined “a castle, 
that’s what we need!” 

The final result was a magic mystical castle 
toilet that houses a child’s toilet, an adult’s toilet, 
a change table, an outside drinking fountain, 
handwash basin and an outside seat. The 
castle is adorned with ceramic lizards and roof 
gargoyles that spout water when it rains. This is 
not just a toilet block, it’s a work of art.

Judges Comments

This submission is unique. Over the years the 
Judges have inspected many submissions 
involving Toilet Blocks but never one such  
as this.

The Castle Toilet is located in the Children’s 
Garden at the Albury Botanic Garden and 
besides being just a toilet, it has many features alluring to young children.

Besides having Toilet Facilities for adults and children the facility also has a nappy changing table together with an 
outside drinking fountain, a hand wash basin and seating. The Castle is adorned with ceramic lizards and roof gargoyles 
that sprout water when it rains.

The facility is a great attraction for young children and at the site inspection it could be seen that it was a place of great 
joy for the young.
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Service Plaque

Geoff Fowler 

Geoff Fowler has been a long term member 
of the IPWEA during his extensive career in 
Local Government and has shown his passion, 
support and commitment to the association 
through his involvement with the Municipal 
Engineers Foundation. 

Geoff has been a judge for the Engineering 
Excellence Awards for the past 18 years having 
firstly become associated in this role with 
Gordon Craig and later with Don Sheffield and 
more recently with Dave Abbott who were all 
strong advocates for the Institute. 

After his apprenticeship with Gordon Craig, Geoff soon took over as the coordinator of the judging panel, undertaking 
the complicated role of initial assessment and sorting of the submitted projects into a spreadsheet, with categorised 
projects and areas so that a tour itinerary could be formulated across the state. This was no mean feat as Council 
projects were often crossed across the state with much weaving and ducking through Councils roads networks to see 
each and every project and assess its merits. This sometimes meant being lost on logging roads in the Kempsey – 
Armidale hinterlands.

This judging role often took Geoff away from home for 3 to 4 weeks each year, (5 weeks this year) as he travelled the 
state probably having visited every city, town and village across the state in this role. He was also involved for about 3 
weeks per year pulling this program together and then finally assessing the projects for Winners and Highly Commended 
awards. This really shows exemplary commitment.

Over the years Geoff has seen some amazing projects from large and high cost metro projects, to small inexpensive but 
amazing projects from smaller regional councils. But he has assessed each and every one of them fairly and objectively. 
On some occasions, the precis for a project may have looked drab and uninteresting, but after seeing and assessing the 
project and talking to the passionate Council engineers, they became a winner in their category. 

Geoff was always extremely supportive of the engineering staff proposing their amazing projects to the judges, 
promoting the Institute and highlighting the value of showing the world what they had achieved, whilst mentoring and 
supporting the staff especially the young engineers involved in the projects.

Geoff Fowler through his efforts has earned the friendship and respect of every council across the state and is truly 
deserving of this Award from the IPWEA (NSW).



Boral® is a registered trademark of Boral Limited or one of its subsidiaries. 
BCC 14180 Sep16

One of Australia’s largest construction materials suppliers with a strong 
reputation for product quality, service and technical competency across 
a vast network of concrete, quarry and asphalt plants. Boral is the ideal 
partner for your construction materials solution.

www.boral.com.au 
1800 555 445 

Build something great™ with Boral products



Thanks for visiting us at IPWEA 2016. 

For more information on our range of OLEXOBIT®  

 

Passionate about
Roads that Perform

roadsthatperform.com.au1800 24 88 66 bitumen.au@pumaenergy.com
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WWW. www.hub-group.com

SMART THINGS.
HUB.

BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED. 
FOR EPIC SPACES. 





The Roads & Transport Directorate is a joint undertaking between 
the LGNSW and IPWEA (NSW) to provide a resource to:

Assist members in discharging their road 
management roles

Assist LGNSW

Assist Individual Councils

Assist IPWEA (NSW)

Lobby for an equitable share of resources and funding

Research road and transport issues

IPWEA (NSW) Roads & Transport Directorate
Level 12, 447 Kent Street
SYDNEY   NSW   2000
Ph:  (02) 8267 3000
Fax: (02) 8267 3070
www.roadsdirectorate.org.au

The Roads & Transport Directorate congratulates the 7 outstanding 
projects nominated for the New or Improved Techniques Category

IPWEA (NSW) 
ROADS & TRANSPORT 

DIRECTORATE



The Water Directorate congratulates these 
nominees on their outstanding projects.

Gary Mitchell, Executive Officer  
Telephone: 02 9188 4390
Web: www.waterdirectorate.asn.au
Email: gmitchell@waterdirectorate.asn.au

PMS >

CMYK >

REVERSED >

WATER 
DIRECTORATE
SPONSOR OF THE IPWEA’S EXCELLENCE AWARD  
FOR INNOVATION IN WATER SUPPLY AND WASTEWATER

Ballina Shire Council
Pressure and Leakage Management Plan

Ballina Shire Council
Launch of Recycled Water Service to 
Ballina Shire

Cowra Shire Council
What’s in a Box : Sludge De-Watering?

Eurobodalla Shire Council
Kianga Sewage Treatment Plant  
Condition Assessment

Glen Innes Severn Council
Glenn Innes Aggregates Off Stream  
Storage Stage 2

MidCoast County Council
Our Water, Our Future

Port Macquarie-Hastings Council
Sancrox Reservoir Construction

Western Plains Regional Council
Water Supply and Sewerage  
Environmental Management



IPWEA NSW State  
Conference 2017  
will be 8th – 10th 
November at  
Crowne Plaza in 
Hunter Valley

Now is your chance to be part of the 
Engineering Excellence Awards 2017 

IPWEA NSW members are invited to nominate people and projects in various 
categories. Nominations are judged on their merits and are not constrained by project 
size or council/organisation size.

The IPWEA NSW Division presents the Engineering Excellence Awards each year to 
promote and recognise excellence of Local Government and public works projects. 
This is achieved through inspiration, innovation, development and completion of 
projects and technical management by our members.

Award Submission Forms due: 
Monday 17th April 2017

Award Full Project Submissions due: 
Monday 22nd May 2017

Projects Nominated must have been completed between  
February 2015 and February 2017

IPWEA NSW Engineering Excellence Awards Gala Dinner 2017 
Thursday 9th November 2017

Inspections will be conducted during August 2017

The preparation of a paper to present at the conference is a unique opportunity 
to share your knowledge and experience, and to contribute to the future of local 
government and the public works industry.

Submission of synopsis, bio and photo due: 
Monday 5th June 2017


